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Welcome to the latest newsletter of EXERTER, an EU Funded H2020 project. EXERTER commenced in May 2018 and is a five year project which seeks to connect practitioners into a
pan-European network of explosives specialists.

Message from the Project Coordinator
EXERTER has now been working as a network for all of us working within the explosives and
explosives threats field for almost four years. It has been challenging for all of us to maintain and
grow a network during the last years, but you have all contributed by joining our workshops
and conferences, sharing your expertise and participating in discussions. This has been the true
value of EXERTER – to meet, learn and be inspired by all others in the networks.
For 2022 we will continue to interact through virtual events during the spring, so look out for
workshop invitations and read more about our virtual conference in April in this newsletter. After the summer we hope that we will be able to host some large physical event, so that we can all
finally meet. All information on these events will be sent out by email, and can be found on exerter-h2020.eu and on the EXERTER Linkedin page. I hope you will
keep joining our network!

EXERTER Virtual Conference 2022

We are delighted to announce that this year’s EXERTER
Virtual Conference will take place on Wednesday 6th April
2022.
The 4th Annual Conference of the EXERTER Project will
be held as a virtual conference.

You can expect various presentations from stakeholders in the
explosives security community, discussing and evaluating this year’s
core subject “CRIMINAL USE OF EXPLOSIVES”
from multiple perspectives like research projects,
field experiences or the human factor aspect.
Registration is now open and the proposed agenda
will be published during March 2022, however if
you have any queries, please do not hesitate to
contact the organising team at,
kt25-exerter-conference@bka.bund.de

For more information visit:
www.exerter-h2020.eu

This project has received funding from
the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme
under grant agreement no.786805

From the Lab to the Client Workshop
EXERTER held an online workshop on December 1st, titled “From the lab to the client”, with the overall purpose
of bringing together all the actors in the European Security R&I ecosystem to share their experiences in turning
their innovations into successful products and to analyse possible ways to improve the SRI cycle. The event is
the second in a series of interactive workshops around market uptake, standardisation and similar issues with
an impact on strengthening SRI. The first one took place in October 2021, and dealt with standardization of
innovations.
This workshop included a Discussion Panel and Open
Debate section focussed on innovation business models,
different ways to improve cooperation and further
actions that our regulators could undertake to make
Europe more attractive for cutting-edge companies. It
shared a common ground with the previous EXERTER
online workshop, but it covered the whole innovation
cycle from the inception of something new until it turns
into a successful product in the market. It took into
account our current business environment, where EU’s
research and innovation programmes are actually a
game changer in strengthening European security and
keeping us competitive in the current world stage by
supporting industry and innovations.

The workshop had speakers from different European law
enforcement bodies, SoE companies, academia and R&D
centres, among which we can mention PSNI (UK), DSTL
(UK), FOI (Sweden), INTA (Spain), TNO (Netherlands),
CDTI (Spain), Rohde-Schwarz (Germany), ESRI (UK),
TSD (Spain), EOS (Belgium), Iturri (Spain) and TEAM
(Spain).
The main conclusion of the workshop is that we need
more Collaboration at all stages and with all partners
and stakeholders to speed up innovations. We can
achieve this goal by creating an ecosystem encompassing
all actors (governments, regulators, policy makers,
industry, innovators, researcher teams, users, etc.).

We also concluded that hurdles like bureaucracy and the lack of an appropriate regulation, for example in
protection of structures and buildings, hinder
innovations. Agreements with Architecture and
Mechanical Engineering schools to educate future
professionals in the protection of buildings against
blasts should be considered. On the other hand, we
have found that some innovations are killed at their
inception due to a compulsory compliance with some
requirements that fail to decrease pressure when
ideas are immature, and that some manufactures
demand a convenient timeframe to earn their
innovations back.
Finally, we agreed that Europe must keep its
values and its way of making business, and that our
ecosystems should be opened to companies outside
the European Union when some innovations can only
be found beyond our borders.

PREVENTING, COUNTERING, AND INVESTIGATING TERRORIST
ATTACKS THROUGH PROGNOSTIC, DETECTION, AND
FORENSIC MECHANISMS FOR EXPLOSIVE PRECURSORS

Fighting terrorism requires an arsenal of tools. One of these is knowledge about explosive precursors
– chemical substances that can be used for legitimate purposes, but can also be misused for the illicit
manufacture of home-made explosives. In this context, the EU-funded ODYSSEUS project will develop
effective and efficient prognostic, detection and forensic tools to improve prevention, countering
and investigation of terrorist incidents involving home-made explosives. The knowledge will help in
the development of tools for monitoring the chemical supply chain and sensing in (near) real-time
explosive precursors. The tools will be field-tested in three operational use cases. Co-ordinated by the
Bulgarian Defence Institute, the project commenced in 2021 and is keen to engage with stakeholders
in the field of Security of Explosives. If you would like more information please do not hesitate to visit
the website https://odysseus-h2020.eu or email the co-ordinator at project@odysseus-h2020.eu.
Consortium Partners:

odysseus-h2020.eu

@Odysseus_H2020

ODYSSEUS Project

The ODYSSEUS project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under grant agreement no. 101021857. Project materials reflect only the authors’
view and European Commission is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information it

Networking & Events
EXERTER Events
EXERTER 4th Annual Conference - "Criminal Use of Explosvies"
6th April 2022 - Virtual, For Registration email kt25-exerter-conference@bka.bund.de
EXERTER Online Stakeholder Workshops
Early 2022 - Dates and registration details to be confirmed

Other Related Events

European Academy of Forensic Science Conference - 30th May - 3rd
June, 2022
Stockholm, Sweden
https://www.eafs2022.eu
FULMINATION 2022 - 4-6th April 2022
Reading, UK
https://iexpe.org/event/fulmination-2022/

EFEE World Conference on Explosives and Blasting - 15-17th May 2022
Maastricht, Netherlands
https://efee2022.com/
Forensics Europe Expo - 8-9th June 2022
London, UK
https://forensicseuropeexpo.com/

4th Workshop on Concealed Explosives Detection - 20-24th June 2022
Dublin, Ireland
https://scientificworkshops.org
International Security Expo - 27th-28th September 2022
London, UK
https://www.internationalsecurityexpo.com/welcome

EXERTER End User and Expert Community
EXERTER End user and Expert Community (EEC) is important to the network, in order to give valuable input to scenarios, requirements, evaluations and upcoming threats.

It consists of practitioners, academia, research institutes, industry and policy makers. If you are interested in becoming a member of the EEC, or are aware of some- one who would benefit in
participating in EXERTER, please contact the Project Coordinator.
Alternatively if you only wish to receive regular information and updates on the project you can get this through visiting the website and the project news- letter. Please contact
the Project Coordinator to be added to the project mailing list.
This project has received funding from
the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme
under grant agreement no.786805

Facts & Figures

Project duration:
01/06/2019 – 31/05/2023
Budget:
€ 3 498 868.75

Contact

If you wish to find out more, are
interested in our End user and
Expert community or wish to
receive the
EXERTER Newsletter with updates of the project, please contact us:
www.exerter-h2020.eu
Project Manager:
Anneli Ehlerding

Email:
anneli.ehlerding@foi.se

Phone: +46-8-5550 3000
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